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All being said, the CSE Department of BRAC University is the best among all because here one is made curious and not forced to learn, one is invited not cajoled, and one is motivated not threatened. I am glad that I am a student of this department. Yes, it is true that there are problems, grave ones, but nothing is perfect, and we still have to do the best we can.

After talking about someone like Dr. Mumit Khan, everything else seems futile and not worth mentioning. Nevertheless, there are other teachers like Risat Mahmud Pathan, Shadid Haque, Munawar Sohul, Matin Saad Abdullah, Sadia Kazi and our own Dr. Youssuf without whom the CSE department wouldn't have been what it is today. There are funny characters as well namely Nasa sir. He is another genius in the making and it was he who introduced ACM programming contests to BRAC University. He created an environment for young, upcoming students to participate in the intra-university programming contests and win lucrative prizes.

Now let me guide you through the daily chronicles of our labs. Our labs are well equipped with everything the students might need. If a particular software isn't there the lab tutors make sure that it is made available by the following day. However, sometimes even the lab tutors face problems that they are not capable of solving. That is when we have our magic man Anjalim. He is the over-weight, over-eating, over-zealous, greedy-for-knowledge; google-fanatic, know-it-all, wants-an-ipod-but-never-got-one student who is always there whenever anyone needs any help. This includes the teachers as well! He seems to be lurking around the labs all day either searching for something in the google pages or brushing up his programming skills.
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